
M.S. Region Etude 2019 - #3 
Allegretto D Major by Joachim Andersen

1. Capture the: 

Tempo: q = 96  - 110 Allegretto 

Mood: The composer wrote, Risoluto= BOLD, strong, Risolute. The word next to the tempo is Allegretto, fast but not too fast. So we get to be bold, 
charismatic, and sure of  ourself  (via great practice) on this etude to bring out the confidence it takes to show off  it’s Forte, Virtuosic Vitality!!!  

Style: Danish Composer, Flutist, Conductor,  Joachim Andersen was born 1847-1909. He wrote 8 volumes of  etudes for flutists and we play these 
wonderful etudes our whole life. The style is virtuoso “Romantic” flute playing that always helps us get to know our instrument and playing. 

2. Shape the Dynamics : The only printed dynamic in this etude is at the start and it it FORTE. Means “ a thing at which someone 
excels… someone’s strength. In music we hear “loud” but it is more than that…  So, it is up to us to make sure to create a unique 
dynamic design for this romantic etude to make it very expressive as well as virtuosic. 

3. Color the Tone : The color of  this Key, D Major, with a magenta hue and lightness to it. Listen to C# intonation and the rich resonant middle d’s 
and making sure that the low register flows up full and evenly into the middle and upper registers. Practice with Low D fingerings (Harmonics) on the 
middle A’s.  Also, practice with harmonic fingerings for the C, D, E’s in the upper register to enrich the overtones and even out the sound in all registers.  

4. Mold the Articulation : I like to think of  the articulation as the diction, the poetic pronunciation for each line, each phrase of  music. How does 
each phrase (articulation) and word (slur) begin? Where does it go and how does it end? Choose your articulations with care and consideration. 
Articulate with the clarity that is appropriate for the start of  each note and the register it is in too.  

5. Contour the Meter : This etude is also in a 3/4  Meter .1 23 1. Its meter is 3/4 but the phrasing is 23 1…but beats 2 & 3 are all pick ups from 
1 or blooming out of  the 1. Notice bar 27 & 28 as this an extended 16th notes all leading to the D downbeat in 29.  Same with bars 35-40 leading 
line of  16ths via a rising top note and 16ths to bar 40. 

6. Drive the Rhythm : The rhythm is mostly in flowing 16th notes. Do keep the sub-division on the long notes for RHYTHMIC Precision & 
PHRASING Shapes. Use your metronome to keep a steady pulse/ heart beat and to be precise with the written rhythms and breathing in time. 

7. Express the Form: We are not playing the entire etude, this is the end of  the etude. The from is basically in 3 parts measures:                              
25 - 32, 33 - 35 and 36 - 40. 
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Practice Notes for Etude #3 in D Major 
1. This Etude is in D Major. Play your D Major Scales and your Thirds, Arpeggios and large intervals in the Moyse triplets 

and “Roller Coaster” all in our Class Book and Packet of  Etude information.  
2. Use Winding on your hand to free & flow your air. To open and relax your oral cavity and “air column.” Feel and sense an 

exaggerated, low, wide, windy feeling in your mouth and throat. Also, to feel the air speed register changes. Notice how the body and 

air stream are more relaxed, “low & slow” for the lower register; medium fast for middle register and fast and using more energy and 
faster air for upper register.  

3. Legato dah or du tongue each note and double up to find even and flowing rhythm and phrasing.  

4. Use Vowels to smooth & color intervals and phrases. Play with; for > dim: ah to ō ō and  < crescendo: ahh to oh… also intervals 
ascending ah to ō ō and  descending ah to oh.  A E I O U be a singer as you play! 

5. Use a low hum to sense your vocal folds are relaxed, Sing & Play and Flutter to relax, create resonant flowing phrases.! 

6. Use your metronome in many different ways and to feel a sense of  heartbeat and consistent pulse as well as true rhythmic acutity. 
Also, make sure your “Inner Singer” is turned on and singing with the pulse in an expressive, connected to pulse way. 

7. On the arpeggiated patterns like in m. 36-39 play them forwards & backwards. 

8. If  you find that you are rushing certain notes :-)  Use this game. You have 6 eighth notes in a bar. Select a phrase or small bit 

of  music to practice. First place with your emphasis on the 1st of  each group. What do you notice by focusing on the 1’s? Now select 
and focus on the “2”s” Do for each note in the bar and this will even out your rhythm and technique. 

9. Rushing or slowing in general, use #’s that you start singing emphatically in your “inner singer” head…using s #’s  1234 

or rhythm words, to connect and be clear about the expression and giving a clear message to your fingers. 
10. Isolate large intervals use Precision & Flow rhythms to give even and consistent sound and technique. 

11. Practice each of  the dynamics you are creating in groupings…. Like all the piano places, practice those and get comfortable in that 

dynamic, how does it sound, feel, how is it contrasted to your other dynamics? 
12. Use Metronome Motivation, Chart your progress! Use your tuner when you practice the Fermata Technique, play and select a 

note that needs some attention- listen to make your best sound and how that feels, then look at your tuner to check intonation.  
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1. Sound, play every note with your best tone and 
intentional dynamic expression. Practice 
harmonics on the upper notes to bring out the 
lower fundamental and to engage more support 
for the fluidity and flexibility of your airstream, as 
well as continuity and consistency in your sound. 
Use your Tuner, especially checking the C#’s!

2. Notice Patterns & Pedal Notes
3. Legato tongue everything & Subdivide into 16th’s 

(1234’s)
4. Practice with 2 slurred,  and other articulations. 
5. Add a note… A G… AGA… AGAF#…
6. Chunks- Slow, Medium, Fast speeds
7. Sing & Play and Flutter
8. Wind on hand to find and sense the air speed 

and open flowing air for each note.  
9. Practice the sub-division on long notes for shape, 

rhythm and breathing musically in time. 
10. Metronome Motivation!!! Chart it! And Use 

metronome on 16th’s, 8th’s, then quarters…

Practice Part  for Etude #3 
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We are in the Key 
of D Major:

2 #’s 
F# & C#
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We are in the Key 
of D Major:

2 #’s 
F# & C#

1. Sound, play every note with your best tone and intentional dynamic expression. Practice harmonics 
on the upper notes to bring out the lower fundamental and to engage more support for the fluidity 
and flexibility of your airstream, as well as continuity and consistency in your sound. Use your 
Tuner, especially checking the C#’s!

2. Notice Patterns & Pedal Notes
3. Legato tongue everything & Subdivide into 16th’s (1234’s)
4. Practice with 2 slurred,  and other articulations. 
5. Add a note… A G… AGA… AGAF#…
6. Chunks- Slow, Medium, Fast speeds
7. Sing & Play and Flutter
8. Wind on hand to find and sense the air speed and open flowing air for each note.  
9. Practice the sub-division on long notes for shape, rhythm and breathing musically in time. 
10. Metronome Motivation!!! Chart it! And Use metronome on 16th’s, 8th’s, then quarters…

Practice Part  for Etude #3 
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